Interactive furniture is everyday art that gently responds to motion in its vicinity. Graceful wooden forms with clean lines are complemented by the fluid motion of hundreds of light-emitting diodes.

Far from being a disco floor, an interactive LED table is normally subtle and constant. In the dark, the table top faintly twinkles like the night sky. However, using a network of infrared sensors, the table can "see" what is above it and responds to motion and changes in ambient lightings. When you set a glass down on your table, a cascade of slow ripples begins at that point and gradually dissipates, inducing smaller ripples in neighboring areas of the table surface.

These interactive tables are designed and built as a collaboration between the artists at Because We Can and Evil Mad Scientist Laboratories. Prices for interactive coffee tables start at $2500 and matching end tables are available starting at $750. Choose from several existing designs in your choice of wood and LED colors, or work with us to design from scratch.

Configure your own interactive coffee table at http://www.becausewecan.org/store

For more information, please contact Because We Can, LLC at (510) 338-4644, or us@becausewecan.org